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ABSTRACT
Lieu et al. have recently claimed that it is possible to substantially improve the sensitivity of radio-astronomical
observations. In essence, their proposal is to make use of the intensity of the photon shot noise as a measure of the
photon arrival rate. Lieu et al. provide a detailed quantum-mechanical calculation of a proposed measurement
scheme that uses two detectors and conclude that this scheme avoids the sensitivity degradation that is associated
with photon bunching. If correct, this result could have a profound impact on radio astronomy. Here I present a
detailed analysis of the sensitivity attainable using shot-noise measurement schemes that use either one or two
detectors, and demonstrate that neither scheme can avoid the photon bunching penalty. I perform both
semiclassical and fully quantum calculations of the sensitivity, obtaining consistent results, and provide a formal
proof of the equivalence of these two approaches. These direct calculations are furthermore shown to be consistent
with an indirect argument based on a correlation method that establishes an independent limit to the sensitivity of
shot-noise measurement schemes. Furthermore, these calculations are directly applicable to the regime of interest
identiﬁed by Lieu et al. Collectively, these results conclusively demonstrate that the photon-bunching sensitivity
penalty applies to shot-noise measurement schemes just as it does to ordinary photon counting, in contradiction to
the fundamental claim made by Lieu et al. The source of this contradiction is traced to a logical fallacy in their
argument.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the infrared, optical, or X-ray bands, detection sensitivities
are ultimately limited by the Poisson statistics of photon
counting, with rms count ﬂuctuations given by N where N is
the mean number of photons collected (Gehrels 1986). Thus the
Poisson uncertainty in the ﬂux measured for an astronomical
source is proportional to the square root of the total intensity of
the radiation falling on the detector. Meanwhile, sensitivities
for radio-astronomical observations are calculated using the
radiometer equation (Dicke 1946), which states that the
measurement uncertainty is proportional to the the total
radiation intensity rather than its square root.
A transition between these two regimes—radio and optical—
is therefore inevitable, and corresponds to a shift from a
classical description involving ﬁelds and waves to a quantum
description involving photons, sometimes referred to as the
radio–optical dichotomy (Nityananda 1994) and ultimately
stemming from the wave-particle duality of quantum
mechanics. The nature of this transition was clariﬁed through
the demonstration of correlated photon arrivals at two
independent detectors by Hanbury Brown & Twiss
(1956; HBT), using a setup similar to that illustrated in
Figure 1. The HBT correlations are a manifestation of photon
bunching, which causes the photon arrivals to be clustered in
time rather than being purely random. As described in more
detail in Section 2, bunching causes the photon count
ﬂuctuations for a single detector to increase to +N n1( )
rather than the usual N for Poisson statistics. Here n
represents the photon mode occupation number for a detector
with unit efﬁciency (Zmuidzinas 2003), given by the Bose–
Einstein formula = -nn e1 1h kT( ) for thermal blackbody
radiation at a temperature T. Bunching is usually ignorable for
astronomical observations made in the infrared to X-ray bands
because n 1;1 in contrast, photon bunching is a large effect
in the radio band since n~ n kT h 1. Furthermore, at radio
wavelengths both N and n scale with the intensity of the
radiation being detected; therefore, +N n1( ) is also
proportional to the intensity, in agreement with the Dicke
equation.
In a recent paper, Lieu et al. (2015) claim to have found a
method for avoiding the extra noise associated with photon
bunching and thereby potentially increasing the sensitivity of
radio telescopes by + n1 , which is a large factor, e.g., over
an order of magnitude for the example of Arecibo described in
their paper. Such a possibility is of obvious interest given the
large sums spent on the construction of radio telescopes and the
associated receiving equipment. The essence of the Lieu et al.
(2015) proposal is to use the wide-band shot noise at the output
of a fast photon-counting detector as a measure of the radiation
intensity.2 Consider the simple single-detector setup illustrated
in Figure 2. It is helpful to visualize the noise spectrum (the
power spectral density, or PSD) at the output of the detector as
illustrated in Figure 3, which graphically summarizes the
quantum-mechanical calculations presented later in Section 2.
The shot-noise spectrum (Schottky 1918) is white and
featureless within the output bandwidth of the detector, and
has an intensity that is proportional to the mean photon arrival
rate G.¯ Meanwhile, the bunching noise component is conﬁned
to lower frequencies, determined by the bandwidth nD of the
radiation being detected. In principle, the radiation bandwidth
nD may be made arbitrarily small using narrow-band ﬁlters
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1 Thermal radiation at optical wavelengths with high occupation number n
may readily be generated in the laboratory using stochastically modulated
coherent laser radiation, e.g., produced by scattering from a rotating ground
glass plate (Rousseau 1971).
2 A fast photon detector operating at radio frequencies may represent a serious
technical challenge, but not one of fundamental principle: tunnel junction
detectors offer one possible method of implementation (Tucker & Millea 1978;
Schoelkopf et al. 1999).
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preceding the detector, so the use of a fast detector with an
output bandwidth n nDd allows the region of the photo-
current noise spectrum where the white shot noise dominates to
be accessed and measured with appropriate signal processing
techniques. Clearly, it is advantageous to use a large
measurement bandwidth n n= - DB ,d since the fractional
precision with which the shot noise intensity may be
determined cannot be better than BT1 , where T is the
measurement time (Dicke 1946).
Alternatively, as speciﬁcally proposed by Lieu et al. (2015)
and shown in Figure 1, a 50/50 beamsplitter or its radio
equivalent may be used to feed two detectors. Each detector
individually has an output noise spectrum similar to that shown
in Figure 3, although with half the total photon rate (G 2¯ ) per
detector. The DC term may be eliminated by taking the
difference of the two photocurrents. Differencing also elim-
inates the bunching noise lying in the frequency interval
n n-D D, ,[ ] because this component is fully correlated at the
two detectors, as is demonstrated through a quantum-mechan-
ical calculation in Section 3. Indeed, this component is
responsible for the HBT correlations. Thus, only the white
shot-noise spectrum survives after taking the difference, as
shown in Figure 4; the shot noise intensity may then be
measured using relatively simple signal processing techniques.
Although the measurement bandwidth may now be increased to
n=B d instead of n n- D ,d the resulting improvement is
modest when n nD .d Lieu et al. (2015) present a full
quantum-mechanical calculation of the sensitivity of such a
shot noise measurement scheme using two detectors, which is a
nontrivial task involving computation of eighth-order moments
of photon operators, and conclude that the N Poisson
uncertainty may be achieved instead of the usual bunching-
degraded +N n1( ) uncertainty as expressed by the Dicke
equation. This result is quite surprising, and if correct and
amenable to practical implementation, would represent a
signiﬁcant discovery with the potential to stimulate large
advances in radio astronomy. However, as demonstrated in
Section 10, the fundamental conclusion of the Lieu et al. (2015)
paper rests on a logical fallacy and is therefore not valid.
Section 10 also contains a simple intuitive argument that
demonstrates why the measurement scheme proposed by Lieu
et al. is in fact subject to the photon bunching penalty; those
uninterested in the detailed calculations in the following
sections may wish to jump straight to Section 10.
Figure 1. Two-detector experiment similar to that used by Hanbury Brown &
Twiss (1956) and others (e.g., Harwit 1960) to demonstrate photon
correlations. A bright thermal light source with narrow spectral bandwidth
nD illuminates two photon detectors via a 50/50 beamsplitter, producing
photocurrents I t1( ) and I t .2 ( ) Photon bunching results in a nonzero correlation
between the photocurrents: d d ¹I t I t 0.1 2( ) ( ) The unused input port of the
beamsplitter is terminated with a cold (dark) absorber to prevent stray light
from entering.
Figure 2. Simple setup consisting of a thermal radiation source, an optical
bandpass ﬁlter with transmission bandwidth nD , and an ideal photon detector.
The detector output is represented by the photocurrent I t .( ) The thermal source
and ﬁlter comprise the light source in Figure 1.
Figure 3. Photocurrent noise spectrum nSI ( ) for an ideal photon detector
illuminated with ﬁltered thermal radiation consists of three components: (1) a
DC term contributed by the mean photocurrent; (2) a photon bunching
component that extends to nD , where nD is the bandwidth of the radiation;
(3) a white shot noise term that rolls off at n ,d the detector bandwidth. Both
the DC photocurrent and the shot noise intensity are proportional to the average
photon arrival rate nG = Dn .¯ The shaded region shows the portion of the
spectrum that is available for measurement of the shot noise intensity without
interference from the bunching noise component. See Section 2 and
Equation (20) for details.
Figure 4. Noise spectrum nDSI ( ) for the output IΔ of the two-detector scheme
proposed by Lieu et al. (2015) and illustrated in Figure 1. Here = -DI I I1 2
represents the difference in the photocurrents for the two detectors. Taking this
difference eliminates the DC component as well as the bunching component in
the spectrum, leaving only the white shot noise component that is proportional
to the mean photon rate G.¯ The full spectrum is available for measurement of
the shot noise intensity, as illustrated by the shaded region. See Section 3 and
Equations (39)–(41) for details.
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The work of Lieu et al. (2015), and the quantum calculations
presented here, may pose a challenge to those who are more
familiar with classical concepts such as ﬁelds and voltages than
with photon operators and quantum mechanics. Nonetheless,
the essence of the problem is quite easy to understand by use of
a familiar analogy. The analogy relies on the fact that thermal
photon bunching can be correctly described by a photon arrival
rate that varies with time in a random way, as will be discussed
below. Imagine listening to the sound of rain landing on a roof:
this is the shot noise produced by the random arrivals of a large
number of individual raindrops. The intensity of the sound
depends on how hard it is raining, i.e., the arrival rate of the
raindrops.3 If the raindrop arrival rate changes with time, as
often occurs over timescales of seconds to minutes, the
intensity of the sound will vary accordingly. Thus, while a
measurement of the total precipitation may be made by
integrating the acoustic shot noise intensity over time, this
shot noise measurement will reﬂect the ﬂuctuations of the
raindrop arrival rate in the same way as would a direct
measurement, e.g., observations of the water level in a standard
rain gauge. Note that the spectral character or the “sound” of
the acoustic rain noise remains constant as the intensity
changes. Furthermore, note that the connection between the
two measurement methods—acoustic noise versus rain gauge
—is purely classical and has nothing to do with quantum
mechanics. This statement is also true for the photon detection
problem. Indeed, the output of a photodetector is an entirely
classical quantity—a train of electrical pulses—whose proper-
ties are fully speciﬁed by the statistics of the photon arrival
times. While we may need to turn to quantum mechanics to
calculate the arrival time statistics, once the arrival time
statistics are known, in principle we can generate a simulated
classical pulse train numerically, as illustrated in Figure 5, and
use this time stream to calculate any other quantity of interest,
e.g., the mean and variance of the photon counts, or the mean
and variance of the shot noise intensity, or the correlation
between the photon counts and shot noise intensity, etc. These
quantities are all related to various moments of the same
classical time stream. It is therefore not surprising that
bunching affects standard photon counting measurements and
photon shot noise measurements in similar ways, and therefore
the sensitivity degradation due to bunching cannot be avoided.
Indeed, in Section 8 I present a calculation that demonstrates
that the shot noise intensity has a nonzero correlation with the
photon counts, and then use this correlation to establish a
rigorous sensitivity bound for the shot noise measurement. This
bound shows that the shot noise measurement is subject to the
same + n1 sensitivity degradation due to photon bunching
as for ordinary photon counting.
Let us continue to accept the claim that photon bunching can
be correctly described by a photon arrival rate that varies
randomly with time. Would we expect to see the noise spectra
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, which were derived from the
quantum calculations presented in Sections 2 and 3? It is
helpful to visualize the detector outputs as a function of time as
shown in Figure 5. The detector bandwidth is assumed to be
larger than the photon arrival rate, n > G,d ¯ so the detected
photons are visible as sharp, well-separated output pulses. For
the case of two detectors, taking the difference of the two
outputs means that the pulses may be positive or negative
depending on which detector receives the photon. The two
subplots on the left correspond to the case that the photon
arrival rate is kept constant, which produces Poisson statistics;
in contrast, the two subplots on the right were generated using a
time-variable photon arrival rate in order to simulate photon
bunching. Imagine that these output time streams are averaged
over a timescale τ that is long compared to G1 .¯ For the single
detector case, Poisson arrivals would produce a DC component
along with small fractional ﬂuctuations of order tG1 .¯
Meanwhile, a time-variable arrival rate would lead to a DC
component along with signiﬁcantly larger ﬂuctuations, in
accordance with the noise spectrum shown in Figure 3. For two
detectors, the positive and negative pulses largely cancel when
performing the time average. This cancellation occurs for both
the Poisson and bunched cases, in agreement with the noise
spectrum shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, both positive and
negative pulses deliver the same high-frequency energy, on
average, to the subsequent circuitry and thus contribute equally
to the shot noise intensity. Therefore, the shot noise intensity
for the single-detector and two-detector cases should be the
same. Thus, our conclusion is that a description of photon
bunching in which the photon arrival rate varies randomly with
time could indeed reproduce the noise spectra in Figures 3
and 4.
Is it in fact correct to view photon bunching as resulting from
a time-varying photon arrival rate? Is Figure 5 a faithful
depiction of photon bunching? Indeed, this was how Hanbury
Brown & Twiss (1957) viewed the phenomenon in their
original work. In their words: “... we are dealing essentially
with an interference phenomenon which can be interpreted, on
the classical wave picture, as a correlation between intensity
ﬂuctuations due to beats between waves of different frequency;
the concept of a photon need only be introduced at the stage
where energy is extracted from the light beam in the process of
photoemission.” This physical picture is why the excess noise
due to photon bunching continues to be referred to as “wave
noise.” Hanbury Brown & Twiss (1957) computed the effect
using exactly this semiclassical approach, in which the light is
ﬁrst treated as a classical wave, consisting of a random
superposition of components at different frequencies, resulting
in an intensity that has fractional variations of order unity that
occur on a “coherence” timescale t n~ D -1 that is set by the
Figure 5. Top left: simulated output time stream for a single detector (see
diagram in Figure 2) illuminated by a coherent source or a thermal source with
low occupation number. The photon arrival rate is constant with time, which is
the case of Poisson statistics. Bottom left: differenced output of a beamsplitter-
fed pair of detectors (Figure 1) for the same Poisson case. Top right: output
time stream for a single detector illuminated with strongly bunched thermal
radiation (high occupation number). Bottom right: differenced output of a
detector pair for the bunched case. Horizontal and vertical scales are in
arbitrary units.
3 The raindrop size should be kept ﬁxed for the analogy to hold.
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fastest beat frequency that can be produced if the spectrum is
restricted to an optical bandwidth nD . The photoemission rate
is assumed to be proportional to the light intensity, and
therefore the output of each photon detector may be described
by a compound Poisson process in which the photon arrival
rate varies stochastically with time. The classical light
intensities calculated for the two detectors shown in Figure 1
would be identical; Hanbury Brown & Twiss (1957) therefore
conclude that although the photoemission rates for the two
detectors both ﬂuctuate, the ﬂuctuations of these rates are
perfectly correlated, and this leads to a nonzero correlation of
the detector outputs. A similar semiclassical approach invol-
ving a compound Poisson process was described by Mandel
(1959). Section 5 presents a semiclassical analysis of the
sensitivity of a shot-noise measurement scheme using a single
detector; the case of multiple detectors in treated in Section 6.
The conclusion of the semiclassical analysis for both cases is
that the shot noise schemes cannot improve on the +N n1( )
bunching-limited sensitivity for standard photon counting.
In addition to this historical basis, the interpretation of
photon bunching in terms of a time-variable photon arrival rate
is both supported by experiment and fully consistent with the
predictions of quantum mechanics. The fact that the photon
arrival rate for thermal radiation does indeed vary with time
was directly demonstrated in the laboratory by Morgan &
Mandel (1966) through measurement of the correlation of the
arrival times of individual photons at a single detector. Indeed,
Morgan & Mandel (1966) give a simple, concise description of
the photon bunching effect: “In time intervals of order or less
than the coherence time of the light, the probability of counting
two pulses is greater than that expected for random events,”
just as depicted in Figure 5. Furthermore, the results of the
semiclassical analysis which invokes a stochastic, time-variable
photon arrival rate are reproduced by a full quantum
calculation. Kelley & Kleiner (1964) describe a quantum-
mechanical theory of photon detection that uses a density
matrix to describe the state of the electromagnetic ﬁeld; the
HBT photon bunching effect may be studied through use of a
density matrix appropriate for thermal radiation. A fully
quantum analysis for shot-noise measurements using a single
detector is described in Section 7, and agrees with the
semiclassical results in Section 5. As discussed in Section 7,
the extension of the fully quantum analysis to the case of two
detectors is straightforward and agrees with the corresponding
semiclassical analysis in Section 6. Thus, both the semiclassical
and fully quantum calculations show that the bunching noise
cannot be evaded through use of a shot noise measurement
scheme, whether one uses one or two detectors. This agreement
is a reﬂection of the equivalence of the quantum and
semiclassical descriptions of light as shown by Sudarshan
(1963), who made use of the coherent state representation
introduced by Glauber (1963). In Appendix F, the equivalence
of the quantum and semiclassical (i.e., compound Poisson)
descriptions of the photocurrent statistics is demonstrated
explicitly. Thus, the interpretation of photon bunching in terms
of a time-varying photon arrival rate as illustrated in Figure 5 is
in fact predicted by the full quantum theory and also supported
by laboratory measurements.
A potentially confusing aspect of the discussion is the fact
that the shot noise spectrum is white—indeed, the output
spectrum for the two-detector case (Figure 4) is ﬂat and
featureless. Where is the bunching noise hiding? The answer is
simple: the shot noise spectrum is white regardless of whether
the photon arrival rate is constant or if it varies randomly with
time due to bunching, as can easily be understood. The
variation of shot noise intensity due to a randomly varying
event rate is similar to that of steady shot noise subjected to a
random amplitude modulation (AM). The effect of AM on a
sinusoidal carrier is very well known to radio engineers:
modulation sidebands are produced below and above the
carrier frequency. Mathematically, a carrier at frequency nc that
is AM-modulated at frequency nm develops sidebands atn n n=  :c m
pn pn
pn pn pn
+
= + ++ -
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦t a t
t
a
t
a
t
cos 2 1 cos 2
cos 2
2
cos 2
2
cos 2 . 1
c m
c
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
This result is easily generalized to a Fourier superposition of
modulation frequencies. Thus, the bunching noise component
illustrated in Figure 3 may be interpreted as the sidebands on a
DC carrier—the mean photocurrent—that are produced by the
random modulation of the photon arrival rate. Indeed, these
sidebands extend out to nD which corresponds to the
bandwidth of the arrival rate (or light intensity) ﬂuctuations.
Similarly, a Fourier component of shot noise at some frequency
n1 will develop sidebands extending over n n D1 as a result
of the arrival rate ﬂuctuations. Because all Fourier components
of shot noise develop these sidebands in the same way, it is
clear that the net result must be a white spectrum. However, the
sideband generation process introduces the possibility that the
Fourier components of shot noise at different frequencies are
correlated. Shot noise with a variable event rate arises in other
contexts and is well studied, e.g., in the theory of diode mixers
(Held & Kerr 1978) or in the detection of fast optical pulse
trains (Quinlan et al. 2013). For these examples, the event rate
modulation is deterministic and periodic and the correlations
between different Fourier components of shot noise play an
essential role. However, these correlations vanish for the
present case of photon bunching because the event rate varies
randomly rather than deterministically. Indeed, the photon
shot noise must be a stationary process, in the sense that all
statistics such as the autocorrelation function tá + ñI t I t( ) ( )
are invariant under time translation  +t t t ,1 because
the time-varying photon arrival rate is also a stationary
random process. A translation in time changes the phase of a
product of two different Fourier components, * n n¢ I Iˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
* n n¢ p n n- - ¢I I e ,i t2 1ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) and therefore time-translation symme-
try requires that the correlation of different Fourier components
vanish. A more detailed mathematical proof of these statements
is given in Section 4, culminating with Equation (56), which
agrees with previous work (Picinbono et al. 1970). Thus, the
fact that the shot noise spectrum is white tells us nothing about
possible time-dependent variations of the shot noise intensity.
So where is the bunching noise hiding? To ﬁnd it, we must go
beyond the noise spectrum, which relates to the second order
statistics of the photocurrent, and look at the fourth-order
photocurrent statistics that are needed to describe the ﬂuctua-
tions of the shot noise intensity. This calculation is presented in
Section 5, leading to Equation (78), which reveals the presence
of the bunching noise in the shot noise intensity.
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2. PHOTOCURRENT SPECTRUM FOR A
SINGLE DETECTOR
I now turn to a straightforward quantum-mechanical
calculation of the output noise spectrum of a detector that is
illuminated with ﬁltered thermal radiation with bandwidth nD
and occupation number n, as in the setup shown in Figure 2.
The treatment uses a conventional quantum formalism
described in Zmuidzinas (2003); the calculations presented in
this section are fairly standard and mainly serve to introduce
the formalism and notation. The principal result, stated below
in Equation (20) and illustrated in Figure 3, shows that the
spectrum consists of three components: (1) a DC term
corresponding to the average output; (2) a component due to
photon bunching that is conﬁned to a bandwidth equal to the
optical bandwidth nD ; and (3) a white-noise component due to
photon shot noise that is limited only by the detector output
bandwidth n .d For conventional photon counting, the obser-
vable quantity is the time integral of the photocurrent,4 which
makes use of the fact that the DC photocurrent is proportional
to the mean photon rate nG = Dn .¯ For the alternative shot
noise measurement technique, the observable is the time
integral of the noise intensity in the white-noise region
 n n nD ,d∣ ∣ and makes use of the proportionality of the
shot noise intensity to the mean photon rate G.¯
Consider an ideal photon detector illuminated by a single
mode of the radiation ﬁeld. The radiation ﬁeld is described by
photon creation and destruction operators,
ò
ò
n n
n n
=
=
pn
pn
¥ -
¥ +
b t d e b
b t d e b
i t
i t
0
2
0
2
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
† †
which are deﬁned only for positive frequencies and obey
Bosonic commutation relations
n n d n n¢ = - ¢⎡⎣ ⎤⎦b b, . 2( ) ( )( ) ( )†
I assume that the radiation ﬁeld is in a thermal state described
by the density matrix
òr n n n n= - + - n¥ -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎞⎠d x b b eexp ln 1 .
3
x
0
{ }( ) ( ) ( )
( )
† ( )
This is of the standard form for thermal equilibrium,
r µ -H kTexp ,( ) where the Hamiltonian consists of a sum
of harmonic oscillators,
ò n n n n= ¥H d h b b , 40 ( ) ( ) ( )†
and where n n=x h kT( ) is the normalized inverse tempera-
ture. The - n-eln 1 x[ ]( ) term provides the required normal-
ization r =Tr 1. It is readily shown (Zmuidzinas 2003) that
this density matrix gives expectation values of
n n r n n n d n n¢ = ¢ = - ¢⎡⎣ ⎤⎦b b b b nTr 5( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †
where the occupation number is given by the Bose–Einstein
formula
n = - = -n nn e e
1
1
1
1
. 6
x h kT
( ) ( )( )
Note that the excitation temperature need not be the same for
all frequencies; we may easily generalize to n n n=x h kT .( ) ( )
An ideal photodetector produces one pulse at its output for
every photon absorbed. For example, in a superconductor-
insulator-superconductor (SIS) tunnel junction detector (Tucker
& Millea 1978), each absorbed photon causes one electron to
tunnel across the junction. Such a detector may be described by
a Hermitian photocurrent operator
ò= ¢ - ¢ ¢ ¢-¥I t dt F t t b t b t 7F
t
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†
where F t( ) describes the shape of the current pulse produced
by one photon. The detector output need not be an electrical
current. More generally, we can consider I tF ( ) to be the output
signal of the detector when illuminated by the radiation ﬁeld,
and F t( ) to be the output signal produced when a single photon
is absorbed; however I will continue to call I tF ( ) the
photocurrent operator. Note that I am assuming that the
detector is operating in a linear regime: doubling the photon
absorption rate doubles the output signal. If the detector
response is fast relative to the timescales of interest, we may
approximate
d»F t t , 8( ) ( ) ( )
and therefore consider the Hermitian operator
=I t b t b t 9( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†
where now I t( ) has units of -s .1
The impact of photon bunching on the sensitivity of
measurements performed using conventional photon counting
may be demonstrated by considering the operator
ò= -N dt I t , 10T T
T
2
2
( ) ( )
which represents the number of photons detected in a
measurement time interval -T T2, 2 .[ ] The mean and
variance of this operator are given in Equations (41) and (42)
of Zmuidzinas (2003):
òr n n= = ¥N N T d nTr 11T T 0( ) ( ) ( )
òs n n n= - = +¥N N T d n n1 . 12N T T2 2 2 0T ( )( ( )) ( )
Thus, the fractional measurement uncertainty is
s = +
N
n
N
1
13N
T T
T ˜ ( )
and is degraded by + n1 ˜ due to photon bunching as
compared to the fractional Poisson uncertainty of á ñN1 .T
4 The time integral of the photocurrent is a useful and analytically tractable
quantity for quantifying the performance of ideal detectors but is not the
optimal statistic for real detectors that have additional non-ideal sources of
noise, e.g., ampliﬁer noise. For example, one might use Wiener ﬁltering
followed by peak detection to locate and count the individual photon pulses in
the output timestream; this approach rejects most of the noise emanating from
the detection system during the time intervals between photon events.
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Here the effective occupation number n˜ is deﬁned by
ò
ò
n n
n n
=
¥
¥n
d n
d n
. 140
2
0
˜
[ ( )]
( )
( )
For the simple case that n =n n( ) inside an optical bandwidth
nD and zero outside, one readily ﬁnds =n n.˜
The calculation of the output noise spectrum of the detector
makes use of the Fourier transform of the photocurrent operator:
ò
ò
ò ò
ò
ò
n n
n n n n
n n n n q n n
= - =
=
=
´
= + +
pn
pn
pn pn pn
-¥
+¥ -
-¥
+¥ -
¥ ¥
-¥
+¥ + - -
¥
I I dt e I t
dt e b t b t
d d b b
dt e e e
d b b .
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0
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0
2 1 2
2 2 2
0
1 1 1 1
1 2
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
†
†
†
†
The photon operators b and b† are only deﬁned for positive
frequencies; the unit step function q n n+1( ) is needed to
guarantee n n+ 01 even when n < 0. For brevity of
notation, I will not write the step function explicitly but instead
rely on the interpretation n n q nb b1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) and similarly for
nb .1( )† Clearly, the effect of a ﬁnite pulse width F t( ) will be
multiplication by the corresponding frequency-domain ﬁlter
nF ,ˆ ( )
òn n n= =pn-¥
+¥ -I dt e I t F I . 16F i t F2ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )
The power spectrum n n= -S SI I( ) ( ) of the photocurrent is
deﬁned by
n n n d n n¢ = - ¢I I S ; 17I( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )†
including the pulse shape F t( ) would lead to a ﬁltered power
spectrum
n n n=S F S . 18I I2F ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )
Because the thermal density matrix is Gaussian, the required
expectation value may be found by combining the photon
operators pairwise,
ò ò
ò ò
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¢ = +
´ + ¢
= +
´ + ¢
+ + + ¢
=
+ + +
´ - - ¢
¥ ¥
¥ ¥
¥ ¥
I I d d b b
b b
d d b b
b b
b b b b
d d n n
n n 1
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1
0
2 1 1
2 2
0
1
0
2 1 1
2 2
1 2 1 2
0
1
0
2 1 2
1 1
1 2
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
[ ]
{
}
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
† †
†
†
†
† †
The photocurrent power spectrum is therefore given by a sum
of three terms,
òn d n n n n n= G + G + +¥S d n n , 20I 2 0 1 1 1( ) ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) ( ) ( )
where, according to Equation (11), the mean photon arrival rate
is
ò n nG = ¥ d n . 210 1 1¯ ( ) ( )
When nn ( ) is constant within a bandpass nD and zero outside,
we obtain nG = Dn ,¯ so the occupation number n may be
interpreted as the number of photons per second per Hertz of
optical spectrum.
The ﬁrst term in nS ,I ( ) proportional to d n ,( ) represents the
contribution to the power spectrum from the DC value of the
photocurrent. At nonzero frequencies, only the second and
third term contribute. The second term, G,¯ is white noise
independent of frequency ν, and represents photon shot noise.
The third term is due to photon bunching, and is not white.
Indeed, for a rectangular optical bandpass of width nD , the
spectrum of the bunching term has a triangular shape that is
symmetric with respect to n = 0 and extends over
 n n n-D + D :
n
n
n n n= G - D D
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥S n 1
0 otherwise.
22I
bunching ( )
¯ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( )
The sum of these three terms is plotted in Figure 3. At high
frequencies n n> D ,∣ ∣ only the white photon shot noise term
contributes. This suggests the following idea: place a high-pass
ﬁlter nWˆ ( ) at the detector output that transmits only at
frequencies n n> D .∣ ∣ The spectral density of the shot noise is
G;¯ we can therefore measure the photon rate by measuring the
noise intensity at n n> D .∣ ∣ However, as we shall see, this
method does not avoid the sensitivity degradation due to
photon bunching.
3. PHOTOCURRENT CROSS-SPECTRUM FOR
MULTIPLE DETECTORS
I now generalize the discussion of Section 2 to the case of
multiple detectors, in order to analyze the two-detector scheme
illustrated in Figure 1, or its radio-frequency equivalent shown
in Figure 6. The detection scheme proposed by Lieu et al.
(2015) uses an identical two-detector setup. I start with a more
general case in which an arbitrary passive linear optical system
is used to illuminate a set of detectors, and calculate the cross-
spectral density of the output currents. The principal result
(Equation (31)) is a straightforward generalization of Equa-
tion (20) for a single detector; to my knowledge this is a new
result. Following Zmuidzinas (2003), the optical system is
represented by a passive linear N-port network with a scattering
matrix S; a 50/50 beamsplitter is an example of a four-port
network. The network is illuminated by incoming radiation
described by the photon operators na ,i ( ) and produces
outgoing radiation according to the scattering equation
ån n n n= +b S a c , 23i
j
ij i i( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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where the nci ( ) are operators representing noise added by the
network. Here the indices  i j N1 , label the ports of the
network. The noise operators satisfy commutation relations
n n n n d n n¢ = - - ¢⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦c c S S, 1 , 24i j ji( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†
as required to preserve the Bosonic commutation relations for
the output operators,
n n d d n n¢ = - ¢⎡⎣ ⎤⎦b b, , 25i j ij( ) ( )( ) ( )†
given that the input operators also satisfy the same commu-
tation relations,
n n d d n n¢ = - ¢⎡⎣ ⎤⎦a a, . 26i j ij( ) ( )( ) ( )†
If the input radiation is thermal and the N-port is passive, the
output radiation is also thermal and may be fully described by a
mode occupation matrix nB ,ij ( ) deﬁned through
n n n d n n¢ = - ¢b b B , 27i j ij( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )†
which is a generalization of the mode occupation number nn .( )
Photocurrent operators and their Fourier transforms may be
introduced for each port:
=I t b t b t . 28i i i( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†
òn n n n n= +¥I d b b . 29i i i0 1 1 1ˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†
The photocurrent power cross-spectrum nCij ( ) is deﬁned
through the expression
n n n d n n¢ = - ¢I I C , 30i j ij( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )†
which I calculate using pairwise evaluation of the resulting
fourth-order moments of the photon operators, as for
Equation (19). The power cross-spectrum is found to be
òn d n d n n n n= GG + G + +¥C d B B ,
31
ij i j i ij ij ji
0
1 1 1( ) ¯ ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )
( )
where the mean photon rates at the detectors are
ò n nG = ¥ d B . 32i ii0 1 1¯ ( ) ( )
As was found for the single detector case and illustrated in
Figure 3, we see that the power cross-spectrum nCij ( ) for
multiple detectors consists of three terms: a DC term
d nGG ,i j( )¯ ¯ ( ) a white spectrum from photon shot noise that is
uncorrelated between detectors dG ,i ij( )¯ and a bunching
spectrum
òn n n n n= +¥C d B B 33ij ij jibunching 0 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
that exhibits correlations between detectors but is limited to
frequencies n nD .
We now specialize to a four-port network appropriate for a
beamsplitter or 90° 3 dB coupler (Pozar 2012), as illustrated in
Figures 1 and 6, with a scattering matrix given by
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
S
i
i
i
i
1
2
0 0 1
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 0
. 34( )
This matrix is reciprocal, =S S,T as required by time-reversal
symmetry, and S is also unitary, =SS 1,† and therefore the
network is lossless. We will call ports 1 and 2 the output ports
and place detectors on them, and ports 3 and 4 will serve as the
input ports. The incoming ﬁelds nai ( ) are assumed to be in
independent thermal states described by occupation numbers
nn .i ( ) Port 4 will be illuminated with occupation number
nn .4 ( ) Port 3 will be terminated in a vacuum state with zero
occupation number; furthermore, the detectors are assumed to
be cold and therefore do not radiate toward the beamsplitter, so
n n n= = =n n n 0.1 2 3( ) ( ) ( ) We may now calculate
*
*
ån n n n
n n n
=
=
B S S n
S S n
.
. 35
ij
k
ik jk k
i j4 4 4
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Therefore,
n n n= =B B n
2
3611 22
4( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
while
*n n n= = -B B i n
2
. 3712 21
4( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Thus, the bunching power cross-spectrum for the detector ports
1, 2 is
ò n n n n= +¥⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥C d n n14 1 11 1 ; 38bunching 0 1 4 1 4 1( ) ( ) ( )( )
the bunching noise is fully correlated between the detectors.
The matrix in this expression has eigenvalues of 2 and 0 for the
symmetric and antisymetric eigenvectors 1, 1( ) and -1, 1 .( )
We therefore see that the bunching noise term will be absent
for the difference of the two detector photocurrents,
= -DI t I t I t .1 2( ) ( ) ( ) Neglecting the DC term, the noise matrix
Figure 6. Radio-frequency equivalent of the two-detector plus beamsplitter
setup shown in Figure 1. Free-space propagation is replaced by guided-wave
propagation in transmission lines or waveguides, the function of the
beamsplitter is performed by a 90° 3 dB hybrid coupler (Pozar 2012), and
the unused port of the coupler is connected to a cold termination. As shown by
Equation (41), the spectrum of the difference of the photocurrents
= -DI t I t I t1 2( ) ( ) ( ) does not contain the DC or bunching noise components,
and is therefore white across the full detector output bandwidth.
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is
ò
ò
n n n
n n n n
=
+ +
¥
¥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
C d n
d n n
1
2
1 0
0 1
1
4
1 1
1 1
39
0
1 4 1
0
1 4 1 4 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
where the ﬁrst term represents the shot noise, which is
uncorrelated between detectors. This is the only term that
remains when we calculate the spectral density of IΔ,
ò
n n
n n
= - -
= = G
D
¥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥C C
d n
1 1
1
1
, 40
0
1 4 1
[ ]( ) ( )
( ) ¯ ( )
which is the same as the shot noise intensity for a single
detector without the beamsplitter. To summarize, the difference
of the two detector currents = -DI t I t I t1 2( ) ( ) ( ) has a white
spectrum, given by
n n d n n¢ = G - ¢D DI I , 41( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ¯ ( )†
and illustrated in Figure 4.
4. SPECTRUM OF SHOT NOISE WITH A
VARIABLE EVENT RATE
As discussed in Section 1, in the semiclassical picture one
views photon bunching as being caused by a stochastically
varying photon arrival rate. Here I calculate the spectrum of
classical shot noise for a time-varying event rate and
demonstrate that the shot noise remains white and uncorrelated,
as discussed qualitatively in Section 1. I further demonstrate
that the output noise spectrum of a single detector calculated in
the semiclassical picture can reproduce the quantum-mechan-
ical result given in Section 2. The principal result is given by
Equation (56), which reproduces an earlier result of Picinbono
et al. (1970); the purpose of presenting the detailed derivation
here is to introduce the formalism in preparation for the
calculation of shot noise intensity ﬂuctuations in Section 5.
A classical current containing shot noise, e.g., the current
across a tunnel barrier with a low transmission probability, may
be considered to be a sum of impulses,
åd= -I t t t 42
i
i( ) ( ) ( )
where ti{ } represent the times at which discrete charges (e.g.,
electrons) jump across the barrier. To remain consistent with
Sections 2 and 3, I have omitted the usual factor of electron
charge e, so I t( ) has units of -s 1 or Hz. Suppose further that the
average current is time-dependent,
dá ñ = G = G + GI t t t , 43( ) ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )
where G¯ is the mean event rate and dG t( ) represents variations
in the rate and therefore has zero mean. If the event rate G t( ) is
constant, i.e., dG =t 0,( ) we know that the current has a shot
noise spectrum that is white and has intensity G.¯ On the other
hand, if the event rate varies with time, we expect the shot
noise intensity to also vary. Thus, a time-resolved measurement
of the shot noise intensity should allow us to measure the
corresponding time-dependent current. This possibility is
investigated here and further in Section 5.
I follow the approach of Kelley & Kleiner (1964) for
calculating classical shot-noise statistics; a similar but mathe-
matically more formal approach is given by Picinbono et al.
(1970). Let yi be a random variable that represents the number
of charges that ﬂow during the time interval + Dt t t, .i i i[ ] I
assume that yi is independent of all other yj for ¹j i, and
furthermore that for sufﬁciently small time intervals Dt ,i yi has
a probability distribution given by
= = G D
= = - G D
P y t t
P y t t
1
0 1 .
i i i
i i i
( )
( )
( )
( )
The number of charges that cross during the time interval T0,[ ]
is a random variable given by
ò å= » =N I t dt y 44T
T
i
M
i
0 1
( ) ( )
where the time interval T0,[ ] has been split into M
nonoverlapping subintervals + Dt t t, .i i i[ ] The distribution of
NT is encoded by the moment generating function calculated in
Appendix A:
å å
å
m
m
= =
= -
= m
=
¥
=
-
=
¥
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
G s e
s
k
y y
e
e
k
e
...
exp 1
. 45
N
sN
k
k
i i
M
i i
T
s
k
T
k
sk
0 ... 1
0
T
k
k
T
1
1
( )
( )
!
!
( )
As expected (Mandel 1958), this result shows that NT follows a
Poisson distribution with mean
òm = Gdt t . 46T T0 ( ) ( )
Thus, the current I t( ) is a Poisson process with a time-
dependent rate G t .( )
The same formalism can be used to work out the spectrum of
shot noise for a time-dependent current. The time-limited
Fourier transform of the current is deﬁned as
òn = pn-
+ -I dtI t e , 47T
T
T
i t
2
2
2ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )
which allows the power spectrum to be computed by evaluating
the limit
*n n ¢
¥
I Ilim . 48
T
T T ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
Expressing the current in terms of the random variables yi gives
ån » pn
=
-I y e . 49T
i
M
i
i t
1
2 iˆ ( ) ( )
Therefore,
* ån n ¢ » pn pn
=
- + ¢I I y y e e . 50T T
y i j
M
i j
i t i t
, 1
2 2i j( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
Now
d= + -y y y y y y 51i j i j ij i i2 2( ) ( )
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d= G G D D + G D - G D⎡⎣ ⎤⎦t t t t t t t t , 52i j i j ij i i i i2 2( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
making use of =y y .i i2 Inserting the ﬁrst term into the sum and
taking the continuum limit gives
*
ò ò
d n d n d n d n
G G
= G + G G ¢ + G ¢
pn pn
¥ -
-
-
+dt t e dt t elim
53
T T
T
i t
T
T
i t
2
2
1 1
2
2
2
2 1
21 1
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
¯ ( ) ˆ ( ) ¯ ˆ ( )
while the second term yields
d n n d n nG - ¢ + G - ¢ ; 54( ) ( )¯ ˆ ( )
note that the Dti 2( ) term vanishes in the continuum limit. Thus,
the Fourier components of shot noise are correlated when the
event rate varies deterministically with time, according to
* *n n d n d n d n d n
d n n d n n
¢ = G + G G ¢ + G ¢
+ G - ¢ + G - ¢
I I
.
55
y
( )( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
ˆ ( ) ˆ ¯ ( ) ˆ ( ) ¯ ˆ
¯ ˆ
( )
If the event rate has stochastic time-dependent rate variations
dG t ,( ) taken to be a stationary random process with power
spectrum nGS ,( ) the shot noise spectrum may be obtained by
averaging Equation (55) over dG:
*n n d n n d n n¢ = G + G + - ¢dG G
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦I I S ;
56
y,
2( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ¯ ( ) ¯ ( )
( )
the d n n- ¢( ) factor indicates that different Fourier compo-
nents are uncorrelated and therefore this compound Poisson
process is stationary, as expected. Speciﬁcally, the shot noise
component d n nG - ¢¯ ( ) remains white and uncorrelated, as
promised in Section 1. Equation (56) agrees with the result of
Picinbono et al. (1970) (their Equation (2.27)), who claim
agreement with an earlier result by Mandel.
The power spectrum of this classical compound Poisson
process may be made identical to the spectrum of the
photocurrent calculated quantum-mechanically (Equation (20)),
provided we make the identiﬁcations
ò n nG = +¥ d n 570 1 1¯ ( ) ( )
and
òn n n n n= +G +¥S d n n . 580 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
If the occupation number nn ( ) is constant across an optical
bandwidth nD and zero outside, the relative importance of the
bunching and Poisson terms at noise frequencies well below
nD is governed by
ò
ò
n n
n n
n
nG = =
D
D =
G
+¥
+¥
S
d n
d n
n
n
n
0
. 590
1
2
1
0
1 1
2( )
¯
( )
( )
( )
5. SHOT NOISE MEASUREMENT: SEMICLASSICAL
ANALYSIS FOR A SINGLE DETECTOR
I now turn to the computation of the ﬂuctuations in the
intensity of classical shot noise with a time-varying event rate
and demonstrate that the shot noise intensity reﬂects variations
in the event rate. I apply these results to the case of photon
detection under the assumption that bunching may be described
by a stochastic photon arrival rate whose mean and power
spectrum are described by Equations (57) and (58), respec-
tively. As discussed in Section 1 and Appendix F, this
assumption is consistent with the full quantum theory and is
supported by experiment. The principal results presented in
this section (Equations (71), (74), (75), and (78)) are new and
demonstrate that shot noise measurements using a single
detector suffer the same + n1 sensitivity degradation due
to photon bunching as would occur for direct photon
counting.
Because the rate ﬂuctuations nGS ( ) have a limited bandwidth
(Equation (58)), only shot noise contributes to the current noise
(Equation (56)) at high frequencies, and therefore a measure-
ment of the intensity of the high-frequency noise should give us
information on the mean rate G¯ and therefore the mean current.
Speciﬁcally, the output noise spectrum for a photon detector as
illustrated in Figure 3 suggests use of the shot noise
measurement setup shown in Figure 7, which includes a noise
ﬁlter nW ( ) for isolating the shot noise dominated portion of the
spectrum. We therefore consider applying a ﬁlter to the current,
ò= --¥I t dt W t t I t , 60W
T
1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and then continuously integrating the noise power over a
measurement interval -T T2, 2 ,[ ]
* *
ò
ò ò
ò ò
ò ò
ò
ò
n n n
n n n n n n
n n n
=
= -
=
=
´
  ¥
pn
pn pn
-
- -¥
- -¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
-
-
-¥
+¥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
P dt I t
dt dt W t t I t
dt d e W I
d d I I W W
dt e e
d I W Tas .
61
W T
T
T
W
T
T t
T
T
i t
T
T
i t i t
,
2
2
2
2
2
1 1 1
2
2
2
2
2
1 2 1 2 1 2
2
2
2 2
1 1
2
1
2
1 2
[ ]( )
( ) ( )
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ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )
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( )
Figure 7. Signal ﬂow diagram for shot-noise detection using a single detector.
A noise ﬁlter nW ( ) allows selection of the portion of the spectrum where shot
noise dominates (e.g., the hatched region in Figure 3) prior to the measurement
of the noise intensity using a square-law detector and integrator.
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The mean value of this measure of the high-frequency noise
intensity is
*
*
ò ò
ò
n n n n
n n
=
´ pn pn
-¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
-
-
P d d I I
W W dt e e 62
W T
T
T
i t i t
, 1 2 1 2
1 2
2
2
2 21 2
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
ò òn n n= -¥
+¥
-
d S W dt 63I
T
T
1 1 1
2
2
2
( ) ( ) ( )
ò òn n n n n= G +-¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
GT d W T d W S .
64
1 1
2
1 1
2
1¯ ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
The second term picks up the bunching noise component but
may be made negligible by choosing nW ( ) to be zero at the
lower frequencies where nGS ( ) has an appreciable value, as
illustrated by the hatched region in Figure 3. With this choice,
if the noise measurement bandwidth is deﬁned as
ò n n= -¥
+¥
B d W2 , 651 1
2( ) ( )
where the factor of two accounts for negative frequencies, we
have
= GP BT2 , 66W T, ¯ ( )
and therefore the measurement scheme shown in Figure 7
provides us with the desired information on G.¯
However, we expect that the intensity of the shot noise
should be affected by the rate ﬂuctuations dG t .( ) We are
therefore interested in the ﬂuctuations
s = -P P . 67P W T W T2 ,2 , 2 ( )
This quantity will require evaluation of the fourth moments of
the form
* *n n n nI I I I . 681 2 3 4ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )
Because of the presence of the high-pass ﬁlter nW ,( ) we may
safely assume that none of the frequencies are zero, and
therefore omit the DC terms. Using the same approach as
before, we write
* *
å
n n n n
» pn pn pn pn- + - -
I I I I
y y y y e e e e . 69
y
ijkl
i j k l
i t i t i t i t
1 2 3 4
2 2 2 2i j k l1 2 3 4
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
( )
Appendix B provides the details of the evaluation of this
quantity, leading to an expression for sP2 in the long
measurement time limit nD T 1 involving seven terms,
labeled A1b+A1c, B2+B3+B4+B5, C2a+C3a, C1b, C2b
+C3b, C4b+C5b+C6b+C7b, and D1. Three of these terms
drop out if we design our ﬁlter nW ( ) so that it rejects noise due
to the rate ﬂuctuations, i.e.,
ò n n n -¥
+¥
Gd W S 0, 702∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )
as illustrated by the hatched region in Figure 3. The surviving
terms (C2a+C3a, C1b, C2b+C3b, and D1) contribute
fractional ﬂuctuations of
ò
ò
ò
ò
s n n
n n
n n n n n n
n n
= + G
+
¢ ¢ - ¢
G
+ G
G
G
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
P T
d W
d W
S
d d W W S
d W
1 2 0
2
1
.
71
P
W T
2
,
2
4
2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2
}
( ) ( )
∣ ( )∣
∣ ( )∣
( )
¯
∣ ( )∣
¯ ∣ ( )∣
¯
( )
The interpretation of these terms is simpliﬁed by choosing a
ﬁlter function nW ( ) which is unity inside a measurement
bandwidth B and zero outside, so that
ò òn n n n= =-¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
d W d W B2 , 722 4∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣ ( )
including contributions from positive and negative frequencies.
If we deﬁne an effective bandwidth for the rate ﬂuctuations,
òn n nD = G
G
d S
S 0
73
( )
( )
( )
and evaluate the third term under the assumption that a wide
bandwidth is chosen in order to optimize the shot-noise
measurement, nDB , the terms simplify to
s n= + G +
D
G + G
G G
P BT
S
T
S
BT T
1 0 0 1
. 74P
W T
2
,
2 2 2
( )
¯
( )
¯ ¯ ( )
The last term is due to the Poisson ﬂuctuations in the number of
events over a time T that one must have even if the event rate is
constant. Meanwhile, the ﬁrst term represents the noise that
results from measurement of a ﬁnite number of independent
samples associated with the time-bandwidth product BT;
indeed, one sees that this term reproduces Dickeʼs result
(Dicke 1946) in the shot noise context. Thus, it is helpful to use
a large shot noise measurement bandwidth, although the
Poisson term dominates when the bandwidth exceeds the mean
event rate, > GB .¯ The second and third term represent the
effect of event rate ﬂuctuations, being proportional to the
spectral density of the fractional ﬂuctuations GGS 0 .2( ) ¯ Here
the spectral density nGS ( ) is evaluated at zero frequency
because the rate ﬂuctuations are being averaged over a long
measurement time T. The last three terms in Equation (74) may
be rearranged to read
s n= + G + G + G
DG G⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥P BT T
S S
B
1 1
1
0 0
. 75P
W T
2
,
2 ¯
( )
¯
( )
¯ ( )
In this form, the last term in the square brackets can be seen to
represent a correction to the rate ﬂuctuation term due to ﬁnite
measurement bandwidth and is negligible under the assumption
nDB .
If we make use of the identiﬁcations appropriate for thermal
photon noise given by Equations (57) and (58), and
furthermore assume that the occupation number nn ( ) is
constant inside an optical bandwidth nD and zero outside,
10
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we have
nG = Dn 76¯ ( )
and
n= DGS n0 . 772( ) ( )
The fractional ﬂuctuation in the shot noise intensity is then
given by
s = + +GP BT
n
T
1 1
. 78P
W T, ¯
( )
In the limit GB ,¯ we recover the usual result (Equation (13))
that photon bunching gives a sensitivity penalty of + n1 as
compared to Poisson statistics. This occurs despite the use of
the white portion of the shot noise spectrum to measure the
photon rate.
6. SEMICLASSICAL ANALYSIS FOR
MULTIPLE DETECTORS
The extension of the semiclassical treatment in Section 5 to
the case of multiple detectors is straightforward and allows us
to analyze the sensitivity of shot noise measurement schemes
applied to the two-detector setup proposed by Lieu et al.
(2015), shown in Figures 1 and 6. The principal results
(Equations (93) and (96)) are new and agree with those in
Section 5; they demonstrate that shot noise measurements
applied to the two-detector scheme also cannot evade the
+ n1 sensitivity degradation due to photon bunching. We
perform our analysis for a signal processing setup (Figure 8)
similar to those typically used for experimental measurements
of shot noise (Schoelkopf et al. 1997), though it differs in detail
from the signal processing proposed by Lieu et al. (2015).
Nonetheless, our calculations are directly applicable to the
regime that Lieu et al. claim leads to suppression of the
bunching noise; a detailed comparison of the calculations is
given in Section 9.
Suppose we have multiple currents exhibiting shot noise,
åd= -I t t t 79a
i
i a,( ) ( ) ( )
with time-dependent event rates
d= G = G + GI t t t . 80a a a a( ) ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )
Here a is a discrete index that labels the currents. The rate
ﬂuctuations are stationary stochastic processes described by a
cross-spectral correlation matrix,
*d n d n n d n nG G ¢ = - ¢GC . 81a b ab( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )( )
As before, I discretize time and introduce random variables ya i,
to represent the number of events for current a in the time
interval Dt t, .i i[ ] The cross-spectral density between two
currents is given by
* ån n » pn pn- +I I y y e e . 82a a
i j
a i a j
t t
1 1 2 2
,
1, 2,
2 2i j1 2ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )
The ya i, are all independent, so
d d= + -y y y y y y .
83
a i a j a i a j ij a a a i a i1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2 1,
2
1,
2( )
( )
The term á ñya i1, 2 is of higher order in Dti and can be neglected
in the continuum limit:
*
*
n n d n d n
d n d n
d d n n
d n n
= G + G
´ G + G
+ G -
+ G -
⎡⎣
⎤⎦
I I
. 84
a a
y
a a
a a
a a a
a
1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
1, 2 1 1 2
1 1 2
( )
( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ¯ ( ) ˆ ( )
¯ ( ) ˆ ( )
¯ ( )
ˆ ( ) ( )
Averaging over the random process dG ta( ) yields
*n n d n d
n d n n
= G G + G
+ -
dG
G
⎡⎣
⎤⎦
I I
C , 85
a a
y
a a a a a
a a
1 1 2 2
,
1 2 1 1, 2 1
1, 2 1 1 2
( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ¯ ¯ ( ) ¯
( ) ( ) ( )( )
which is simply a generalization of the single-detector result
given in Equation (56). If we compare this result to
Equation (31) for the photocurrent correlations among
detectors illuminated with thermal radiation, we see that the
expressions coincide if we make the identiﬁcations
ò n nG = = ¥I d B 86a a aa0¯ ¯ ( ) ( )
and
òn n n n n= ¢ ¢ ¢ +G ¥C d B B , 87ab ab ba0 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
which are generalizations of Equations (57) and (58).
The shot-noise measurement scheme for a single detector
shown in Figure 7 may easily be adapted for use with two
Figure 8. Signal ﬂow diagram for shot-noise detection using two detectors. In principle, the ordering of the noise ﬁltering and differencing operations may be
interchanged since both are linear.
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detectors as shown in Figure 8; this setup is designed to
measure the shot noise intensity in the difference of the two
currents, = -DI I I ,1 2 as proposed by Lieu et al. (2015).
Although the ﬁlter nW ( ) is no longer needed for rejection of
the bunching noise at low frequencies, it is maintained in the
setup since any real system has a ﬁnite bandwidth. The output
of the shot noise intensity measurement is given by
*
* *
*
ò ò
ò ò
ò
n n n n
n n n n
n n
= - -
=
+ -
´ pn pn
D - -¥
-¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
-
-
⎡⎣
⎤⎦
P dt dt W t t I t I t
d d I I
I I I I
W W dt e e
2
, 88
T
T t
T
T
i t i t
2
2
1 1 1 1 2 1
2
1 2 1 1 1 2
2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
1 2
2
2
2 21 2
{ }[ ]( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
and has an average value
ò n n n
n n
= G +
+ G + -
D -¥
+¥ G
G G
⎡⎣
⎤⎦
P T d W C
C C2 . 89
2
1 11
2 22 12
∣ ( )∣ ¯ ( )
¯ ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
Equations (38) and (87) give
ò
n n n
n n n n
= =
= ¢ ¢ ¢ +
G G G
¥
C C C
d n n
1
4
90
11 22 12
0
4 4( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
and therefore
= G + GDP BT2 911 2( )¯ ¯ ( )
is a measure of the total event rate regardless of the choice of
the ﬁlter passband nW .( )
Calculation of the sensitivity of this shot-noise intensity
measurement requires evaluation of fourth-order moments of
the photocurrent,
* *
* *
ò
ò ò
n n n n n n n n
n n n n
=
=
´
´ ¢pn pn pn pn
-¥
+¥
-
-
-
¢ - ¢
F I I I I
d d d d I I I I
W W W W
dt e e dt e e .
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W
b
W
c
W
d
W
a b c d
T
T
i t i t
T
T
i t i t
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
2
2
2 2
2
2
2 21 2 3 4
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
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This expression may be evaluated using the same approach as
used for the second moment; the details are given in
Appendix C. The resulting variance of the shot noise intensity
is derived at the end of the appendix:
ò ò
ò
ò
s
n n n n
n n n n n n
n n
= - = + + -
=+ G +
+ ¢ ¢ - ¢
+ G
D D
G
G
D
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
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⎦⎥
P P F F F F
T d W TC d W
T d d W W C
T d W
2 2 4 8
8 4 0
8
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2
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1
2
2
( ) ( )
¯ ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )∣
∣ ( )∣
¯ ∣ ( )∣ ( )
( )
( )
To compare to the previous single-detector case (Equa-
tion (74)), we make the substitutions
G = G1
2
941¯ ¯ ( )
and
n n=G GC S1
4
. 9511 ( ) ( ) ( )( )
Using the mean value of PΔ given by Equation (89), we may
express the fractional ﬂuctuation in the noise intensity of the
difference current as
ò
ò
ò
ò
s n n
n n
n n n n n n
n n
= + G
+
¢ ¢ - ¢
G
+ G
D
G
G
D
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢ ⎡⎣⎢
⎤
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⎡
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⎤
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⎤
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d W
d W
S
d d W W S
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2
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P
2
2
4
2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2
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∣ ( )∣
∣ ( )∣
( )
¯
∣ ( )∣
¯ ∣ ( )∣
¯ ( )
which is exactly our previous result for a single detector given
by Equation (71). In particular, the rate ﬂuctuation term GS 0( )
leads to the + n1 sensitivity degradation due to photon
bunching. However, it is no longer necessary to make the
assumption that the ﬁlter nW ( ) rejects the low-frequency
excess noise; differencing the two detectors fed by a 50/50
beamsplitter takes care of the rejection instead.
7. SHOT NOISE MEASUREMENT:
A QUANTUM CALCULATION
The semiclassical analyses given in Sections 5 and 6 for shot
noise measurements are revisited in this section, but now
making use of a fully quantum-mechanical treatment. I focus
ﬁrst on the single-detector case; the generalization to multiple
detectors is straightforward and is given at the end of this
section. As before, the photocurrent operator is given by
Equation (9) and has Fourier components given by Equa-
tion (15). The shot noise intensity is measured in the same way:
a ﬁlter nW ( ) is applied to the photocurrent before a square-law
detector and integrator are used to measure the intensity, as
illustrated in Figure 7. This measurement scheme produces the
quantity PW T, as deﬁned by Equation (61). However, calcula-
tion of the statistics of PW T, now requires quantum operator
averages, which I perform in the usual way appropriate for
thermal radiation, namely by combining photon creation and
destruction operators pairwise. The quantum computation of
the second-order moment is detailed in Equation (19), with a
result that is identical to the semiclassical second-order
moment,
n n d n n d n n= G + G + -G⎡⎣ ⎤⎦I I S .
97
1 2
2
1 1 1 2( ) ( ) ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )
( )
†
In fact the semiclassical spectrum was chosen to coincide with
the quantum result through the deﬁnitions of G¯ and nGS ( ) given
in Equations (57) and (58). Thus, we conclude that
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á ñ = GP BTW T, ¯ for the quantum calculation just as for the
semiclassical case (Equation (61)), provided that we choose the
noise ﬁlter nW ( ) to avoid the excess low-frequency noise as
discussed in Section 5.
Evaluation of the ﬂuctuations of PW T, requires a quantum
computation of the fourth-order moment of Fourier compo-
nents of the photocurrent, which in turn requires eighth-order
moments of the photon operators:
ò
n n n n n n n n
n n n n n n n
n n n n
n n n n n
=
= ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ +
´ ¢ + ¢ ¢
´ ¢ + ¢ + ¢
F I I I I
d d d d b b
b b b
b b b
, , ,
.
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1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 1 1 1
2 2 2 3
3 3 4 4 4
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
† †
†
† †
†
Combining operators pairwise produces 4! = 24 terms.
However, as for the semiclassical calculation, many of these
represent DC terms that are rejected by the ﬁlter nW ( ) and
therefore do not contribute to the shot noise intensity. For
example, if the ﬁrst two operators are paired, we will have a
factor
ò
ò
n n n n
n n d n d n
á ¢ñ = ¢ ¢ ¢ +
= ¢ ¢ = G
d b b
d n
11
99
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )
†
which vanishes except at DC, n = 0,1 and may therefore be
ignored. This shows that we may ignore any similar pairing,
e.g., á ¢ñ22 in the obvious notation. Any pairing may be
represented by a permutation, e.g., á ¢ñá ¢ñá ¢ñá ¢ ñ11 23 34 2 4
corresponds to the permutation 1 234( )( ) expressed in cyclic
notation. All permutations that include a cycle of length 1, e.g.,
3 ,( ) will give DC terms that we may ignore. This leaves nine
permutations left to consider:
12 34 1234 1243
13 24 1324 1342
14 23 1423 1432 . 100
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
The detailed evaluation of some of these pairings is given in
Appendix D. These pairings reproduce the terms found in the
semiclassical calculation outlined in Section 5 and detailed in
Appendix B, and also generate some extra terms that arise from
the non-gaussianity of the photon arrival rate ﬂuctuations as
described in Appendix F that are neglected in our semiclassical
calculation. In particular, the (1432) permutation includes the
contributions expressed by Equations (D5) and (D6) in
Appendix D:
ò n n= G + +G⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥P T S d W0 ..., 101W T,2 1432 2 2¯ ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )( )
which are same as the semiclassical terms D1 and and C1b
listed in Appendix B that correspond to Poisson noise and
bunching noise, respectively. The latter term contributes
GGS 0 2( ) ¯ to the fractional ﬂuctuations s á ñPP W T2 ,2 (see Equa-
tions (71), (78)) and thus represents the shot noise intensity
ﬂuctuations due to photon bunching. It is this term that gives
the same + n1 sensitivity degradation due to bunching as
occurs for ordinary photon counting.
It is not difﬁcult to translate these results to the case of
multiple detectors. We again focus our attention on the (1432)
operator pairing in the corresponding quantum calculation,
which includes the contributions (Equations (D7) and (D8))
ò
d d d
n n
= G +
´ +
G⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
F T C
d W
0
... 102
abcd ab cd a ac ac1432
2
2
[ ] ¯ ( )
∣ ( )∣ ( )
( )
( )
that correspond to the Poisson and bunching terms D1 and C1b
found in the semiclassical calculation, as outlined in Section 6
and detailed in Appendix C. The latter term contributes
ò n nG ⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥TC d W4 0 10311 2 2( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )( )
to the measurement variance s DP2 (Equation (93)) for the two-
detector setup shown in Figures 1 and 6, and leads to the
+ n1 photon bunching degradation.
Thus, we conclude that a full quantum calculation
reproduces the conclusions of the semiclassical analyses for
one or two detectors given in Sections 5 and 6, namely that shot
noise intensity measurements cannot evade the bunching noise.
8. CORRELATION OF SHOT NOISE AND
PHOTON COUNTS
We have two ways of measuring the photon ﬂux: direct
photon counting using the time integral of the photocurrent, NT,
deﬁned in Equation (10), or through a shot noise intensity
measurement represented by PW T, and deﬁned in Equation (61).
According to our semiclassical and quantum calculations, both
are affected by photon bunching; therefore, these quantities
must be correlated if our results are correct. Conversely, if we
can establish a correlation between these quantities, the
correlation may be used together with the well-known results
for bunching noise in direct photon counting to establish a
lower bound for the bunching noise that must also be present in
the shot noise measurements. In this section, I present a fully
quantum treatment of these topics.
We are interested in evaluating the correlation
*
ò ò
ò
ò ò
n n
n n n n n n
=
´
´ p n n pn
-¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
-¥
+¥
-
-
-
P N d d
d I I I W W
dt e dt e .
104
W T T
T
T
i t
T
T
i t
, 1 2
3 1 2 3 1 2
2
2
1
2
2
2
3
21 2 1 3 3
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
†
( )
We thus require the sixth-order moments of photon operators,
òn n n n n n n n n
n n n n n n
= ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ +
´ ¢ + ¢ ¢ ¢ +
I I I d d d b b
b b b b ,
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 1
2 2 2 3 3 3
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )† †
† †
to be evaluated as usual by computing the 3! = 6 operator
pairings. As in Section 7, the noise ﬁlters nW 1( ) and * nW 2( )
allow us to ignore the DC terms in those variables; however,
we must now retain DC terms for n .3 We can thus neglect
permutations involving the cycles 1( ) and 2 ,( ) which leaves
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only 12 3 ,( )( ) 123 ,( ) and 132 .( ) We ﬁnd:
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Performing the integrations indicated in Equation (104) gives
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The 12 3( )( ) term just gives the product of averages á ñá ñP N ,W T T,
so
ò
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Most of the terms vanish if we design the noise ﬁlter to reject
the low-frequency noise as illustrated by the hatched region in
Figure 3; the terms that survive are
- = G + G⎡⎣ ⎤⎦P N P N BT S2 0 , 105W T T W T T, , ¯ ( ) ( )
using our standard deﬁnition of the shot noise measurement
bandwidth B (Equation (65)). We therefore see that the shot
noise intensity PW T, and photon counts NT are indeed
correlated, as we expect if both are affected by photon
bunching.
The value of the correlation given by Equation (105) allows
us to set a lower bound on the variance of the shot noise
intensity PW T, given the well-established results for the
variance of the photon counts NT. Indeed, if X and Y are two
random variables with zero mean and ﬁnite variance, the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality holds:
á ñXY X Y , 1062 2 2 ( )
which establishes a lower limit for the variance of X,
 á ñX XY
Y
. 1072
2
2
( )
Now set = - á ñX P PW T W T, , and = - á ñY N N .T T From
Equations (12), (57), and (58) we have
= G + G⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Y T S 0 . 1082 ¯ ( ) ( )
Using the known value of the correlation á ñXY given by
Equation (105), we have
s = á ñ = G + G⎡⎣ ⎤⎦X XY
Y
B T S4 0 . 109P
2 2
2
2
2 ¯ ( ) ( )
Dividing by the square of the mean value á ñ = GP BT2W T, ¯ gives
the fractional ﬂuctuations
s G + G =
+
G
G
P T
S
T
n
T
1 0 1
110P
W T
2
,
2 2¯
( )
¯ ¯ ( )
where we have used Equations (76) and (77) in writing the
second expression. Thus, using a fully quantum-mechanical
calculation, we have demonstrated that the shot noise intensity
measurement must suffer at least the same + n1 sensitivity
degradation due to photon bunching as does standard photon
counting. Comparison to the result of the semiclassical
calculation, Equation (78), shows that the correlation bound
does not include the BT1 noise term associated with a ﬁnite
bandwidth for the shot noise measurement. This is to be
expected: the ﬁnite-bandwidth noise does not inﬂuence the
direct photon counts, represented by NT, and is therefore absent
in the correlation á ñP N .W T T,
The extension to the case of two detectors is straightforward
but will be omitted. However, it is easy to see that the results
above may be applied independently to each detector in the
two-detector setup shown in Figure 1. Thus, the shot noise
intensity for each detector must be correlated with its
photocurrent. Furthermore, the two photocurrents are corre-
lated, as demonstrated by Hanbury Brown & Twiss (1956).
Therefore, the (high-frequency) shot noise intensities of the two
detectors must also be correlated, even though the shot noise
itself is not: this distinction, between moments of the form
á ñI I12 22 versus á ñI I ,1 2 is elucidated further in Section 10.
9. COMPARISON TO THE RESULTS OF LIEU ET AL.
In this section, I compare the results of the previous sections
with those of Lieu et al. (2015) for both of the regimes they
examine, corresponding to long sample times nD D t 1 and
short sample times GD <t 1.¯ HereDt is the single-sample time
deﬁned by Lieu et al. (2015); to avoid confusion, I use Dt
instead of their chosen symbol, T, and instead reserve
= DT N t to signify the total time duration of the measurement
required for the acquisition and integration of N samples. The
concept of sample time does not arise in my calculations since I
assume continuous time integration; however, a connection can
readily be made since the sample timeDt deﬁned by Lieu et al.
sets the shot noise bandwidth = DDB t1 2t associated with
their measurement scheme. I make use of this correspondence
to compare the two calculations for the same total measurement
duration T, and ﬁnd that the results agree in the long sample
time regime but disagree for short sample times. Thus, my
results directly contradict the claim of Lieu et al. that bunching
noise may be avoided in the latter limit. It is important to note
that for both regimes, the total measurement duration T can be
chosen to satisfy nD T 1, as I have assumed for my
calculations; indeed, long measurement durations are essential
for astronomical observations since the sensitivity improves as
T1 . To aid in comparison of the results, and for ease of
reference in the discussion below, the relevant quantities and
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symbols used to represent them in both papers are provided in
Table 1.
Lieu et al. (2015) present a fully quantum calculation of the
shot noise ﬂuctuations for the two-detector setup illustrated in
Figure 1. They use a very similar quantum formalism for
photon detection that differs only in minor and inconsequential
detail. For example, their deﬁnition of the operator representing
the detector output measures photon power instead of photon
counts as can be seen from their Equation (5). Moments of
photon operators are calculated in the standard way, by
combining operators pairwise, as is appropriate for thermal
radiation. Lieu et al. consider the detector output averaged over
a sample time Dt corresponding to the quantity
ò= DD
D
I
t
dt I t
1
111t
t
0
( ) ( )
in my notation. Lieu et al. take the difference of the outputs of
the two detectors in Figure 1,
= -DI t I t I t , 1121 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and calculate both the second and fourth moments of
ò= DD D
D
DI
t
dt I t
1
. 113t
t
,
0
( ) ( )
Their fundamental conclusions rely on evaluation of the mean
and variance of the sum of N consecutive measurements of
D DI ,t, 2[ ] obtained over a total time duration of = DT N t. This
quantity may be expressed as
å=
=
D DP I k 114N
k
N
t,LKD
1
,
2[ ]( ) ( )
where
ò= DD D - D
D
DI k
t
dt I t
1
115t
k t
k t
,
1
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
are the consecutive time-averaged samples of the photocurrent
difference DI t .( ) In contrast, I ﬁrst apply an arbitrary linear
ﬁlter to the photocurrent,
ò= ¢ - ¢ ¢D -¥ DI t dt W t t I t 116W
t
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
and then study the mean and variance of the shot noise intensity
integrated over time,
ò=D - D⎡⎣ ⎤⎦P dt I t 117T
T
W
2
2 2( ) ( )( )
as illustrated in Figure 8.
Although the deﬁnitions of PN,LKD and DP superﬁcially
appear to be different, these two quantities are closely related,
as illustrated in Figure 9. The averaging overDt performed by
Lieu et al. (2015) may be represented by a particular (and
inﬂexible) choice for the linear ﬁlter, namely a time window
function:
 = D DD ⎧⎨⎩W t
t t t1 , 0
0, otherwise.
t ( )
According to our deﬁnition (Equation (65)), this ﬁlter has a
bandwidth
ò òn n= = = DD -¥
+¥
D -¥
+¥
DB d W dt W t
t
2
1
;
118
t t t
2 2( ) ( )
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we will also need
ò n n = D-¥
+¥
Dd W
t
2
3
. 119t
4( ) ( )
Note that this ﬁlter does not reject DC or low-frequency noise,
but these are automatically rejected anyway by differencing the
currents in a two-detector setup. Another distinction is that Lieu
et al. (2015) perform the time integration operation as a discrete
sum rather than a continuous integration: the output of the
square-law detector is sampled at times = Dt k t,k and then
summed, as represented by the dashed box in Figure 9. This
choice does not signiﬁcantly affect the results, though the
discrete sampling operation of Lieu et al. may result in a minor
degradation in performance due to noise aliasing.
Equation (29) in Lieu et al. (2015) gives the second moment
of one sample:
t= DD DI
n
t
, 120t,
2 0 ( )
where we have omitted their factor of w02 so that the operator
represents photon ﬂux. According to their Equation (7), their
symbol τ is related to the optical coherence time and is
inversely proportional to the optical bandwidth, t n~ D1 .
Thus, translated to our notation,
n~ D = GD D D DI n B B2 2 121t t t,2 0 ¯ ( )
where nG = Dn0¯ is the photon rate before the beamsplitter.
Meanwhile, the corresponding equation for our observable
(Equation (91)) reads
= GDP BT2 . 122¯ ( )
These may be reconciled by using Equation (117),
= = GD 
D⎡⎣ ⎤⎦I t P
T
Blim 2 . 123W
T
2
0
( ) ¯ ( )( )
Table 1
Comparison of Symbols in this Paper vs. those of Lieu et al. (2015)
Quantity This Paper Lieu et al. Lieu et al.
(As Used Here) (Original
Notation)
Number of samples (continuous) N N
Sample time (continuous) Dt T
Total measure-
ment time
T = DT N t NT
Optical bandwidth nD n tD = 1 t1
Shot noise bandwidth B = DDB t1 2t T1 2
Photon arrival rate nG = Dn¯ nDn0 tn0
Photon rate
ﬂuctuations
GS 0( ) p nDn02 p tn02
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Thus, our results for the mean value of the shot noise intensity
agree with Lieu et al. (2015) if we make the replacements
t n D1 and  = DDB B t1 2 .t
We now turn to the variance of a single output sample
of the Lieu et al. (2015) setup, which they calculate using a
clever evaluation of the eighth-order moments of the photon
operators in which most of the terms are discarded since
they cancel in the two-detector scheme. Speciﬁcally, they
calculate
s = -D D D DI I , 124t t1,LKD2 ,4 ,2 2 ( )
and express the result as a fractional variance in their Equation
(32) when the number of samples N = 1,
s t
t
t= + D
D + DD D
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠I t
F
t
t n
2 3 . 125
t
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2
,
2 2 0
( )
Translated into our notation, this reads
s
n n= + D D D D + GDD DI t
F t
t
2
3 1
. 126
t
1,LKD
2
,
2 2
( ) ¯ ( )
Here F x( ) is a smooth function that allows both the nD D t 1
and nD D t 1 limits to be examined, and is derived under the
assumption of a Gaussian spectral proﬁle for the thermal
radiation. Comparison of the single-sample variance with our
results requires use of the latter limit because we assume
nD T 1, where T is the duration of the measurement, for
evaluation of the Fourier integrals. In this limit, pF x ,( )
and
s p
n= + D D + GDD DI t t
2
3 1
. 127
t
1,LKD
2
,
2 2 ¯ ( )
We may safely assume that consecutive samples are uncorre-
lated in the nD D t 1 limit, because the sample time Dt is
long compared to the optical coherence time τ. Thus, the
fractional variance for a sum of N samples (Equation (114))
would be
s p
n= + D D + GDD D
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥I N t t
1
2
3 1
. 128N
t
,LKD
2
,
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Meanwhile, our result for the fractional variance (Equation (96))
reads
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ò
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The ﬁrst term is readily evaluated using Equations (118) and
(119). The numerator in the third term must be evaluated in our
chosen limit nD D t 1, so n n n¢ D,∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ for the integrals;
we obtain
s = D + G + GD
GD ⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥P T t
S1 4
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. 130P
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For the Gaussian spectral proﬁle used by Lieu et al. (2015),
ò
ò
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so our result reads
s p
n=
D + D + GDP
t
T T T
4
3
3 1
. 132P
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Correspondence with Lieu et al. (2015) is obtained by letting
the total measurement time T coincide with DN t, the time to
obtain N samples, yielding
s p
n= + D D + GDD
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥P N t t
1 4
3
3 1
. 133P
2
2 ¯ ( )
This expression reproduces the three terms of the Lieu et al.
result stated in Equation (128), which is derived from their
Equation (32), apart from a somewhat smaller numerical factor
on our ﬁrst term which likely results from our use of a
continuous integration over the measurement time T instead of
a sum of discrete samples taken every Dt as illustrated in
Figure 9. Note that the second term of the Lieu et al. result
conﬁrms our GS 0( ) term, which is the signature of photon
Figure 9. Signal ﬂow diagram for shot-noise detection as proposed by Lieu et al. (2015). The ordering of the ﬁltering and differencing operations may be
interchanged. This scheme differs from that shown in Figure 8 in two ways: (1) the choice of ﬁlter is ﬁxed and corresponds to boxcar integrator with time durationDt;
and (2) the (slow) time integration is not continuous but is instead performed in a discrete fashion using a sampler and summer (dashed box). The sampler operates at a
rate Dt1 and is synchronized to the ﬁlters.
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bunching in the shot noise intensity. Thus, our results agree in
the long sample time limit, nD D t 1.
In contrast, there is a major disagreement in the short sample
time regime, GD <t 1,¯ which corresponds to the use of a wide
bandwidth for measurement of the shot noise,
n n> G = D DD B nt 0¯ as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Lieu et al. ﬁnd »F x x1( ) for x 1, so their result
(Equation (126)) in this limit becomes
s » + GD » GDD DI t t
5
1 1
. 134
t
1,LKD
2
,
2 2 ¯ ¯ ( )
In other words, the goal is to choose Dt small enough that the
Poisson term dominates the single-sample variance. Their
principal claim, namely that bunching noise can be avoided,
rests on the statement that a sum of N such samples, as given by
Equation (114) and illustrated in Figure 9, and acquired over a
total measurement time = DT N t, would have a fractional
variance
s s= = GD = GD DP N I N t T
1 1 1
, 135N
N t
,LKD
2
,LKD
1,LKD
2
,
2 2 ¯ ¯ ( )
as would be expected if the samples were statistically
independent. Note that the limit nD T 1 as required for our
calculation of the same two-detector scheme is reached simply
by choosing nD DN t1 , so the comparison is immediate
through use of Equations (96), (71), and (78):
s = + +GD
D
P BT
n
T
1 1
. 136P
2
2 ¯ ( )
The second term dominates because we have assumed > GB .¯
Thus, our calculation gives a sensitivity of + Gn T1( ) ¯ while
Lieu et al. ﬁnd GT1 ;¯ our result includes the + n1( ) bunching
penalty, while Lieu et al. claim it can be avoided.
10. RESOLVING THE CONTRADICTION
Section 9 shows that the detection sensitivities derived in this
paper agree with those of Lieu et al. (2015) for long sample
times but disagree in the short sample time regime that is of
central interest. In obtaining their result for short sample times
(Equation (135)), Lieu et al. assume statistical independence
but do not actually prove this by computing the correlations
between samples, á ñD D D DI k I l .t t, 2 , 2[ ] [ ]( ) ( ) They instead state,
after their Equation (32): “...data in non-overlapping time
periods are uncorrelated, because the correlation function
á ñI t I 0Td Td( ) ( ) is proportional to a delta function... .” Translated
to our notation, their statement relates to
ò
ò
d
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This demonstrates that D DI kt, ( ) are uncorrelated, as Lieu et al.
claim, which is to be expected because the spectral density of
DI t( ) is white as illustrated in Figure 4. Nonetheless, this does
not mean that the squares of these random variables,
D DI k ,t, 2[ ]( ) are uncorrelated.
Thus, we see that the fundamental claim of Lieu et al. is
invalidated by a simple error, the fallacy of the converse.
Suppose we have two zero-mean random variables, X and Y. If
they are independent, they must be uncorrelated, because
á ñ = á ñá ñ =XY X Y 0. However, the converse is not necessarily
true. If it were true, we could claim that when á ñ =XY 0, we
must also have á ñ = á ñá ñX Y X Y ,2 2 2 2 which is the statement
upon which the Lieu et al. result rests. A simple counter-
example sufﬁces: suppose the joint distribution of X and Y is
given by
d d= - + +f x y x y x y g x, 1
2
, 138( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )
where g x( ) is a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance s .2 This distribution cannot be factorized into the form
=f x y f x f y, ,x y( ) ( ) ( ) so clearly X and Y cannot be indepen-
dent. We may readily compute
ò ò
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ò ò
ò ò
ò ò
ò ò
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Thus á ñ ¹ á ñá ñX Y X Y2 2 2 2 even though á ñ =XY 0.
It is quite easy to see that the samples D DI kt,2 ( ) must be
correlated using a simple physical argument. Consider the
quantity deﬁned in (Equation (115)):
ò= D -D D - D
D
I k
t
dt I t I t
1
.t
k t
k t
,
1
1 2[ ]( ) ( ) ( )
( )
There are only three events that can occur with non-negligible
probability when GD t 1,¯ corresponding to a short sample
time: (a) detector 1 receives a photon; (b) detector 2 receives a
photon; (c) neither detector receives a photon. These events
correspond to values of = + D - DD DI k t t1 , 1 , 0 ,t, ( ) { }
respectively; therefore, D DI kt,2 ( ) takes on the value of Dt1 2( )
if either detector receives a photon, and zero otherwise. Thus,
in the limit GD t 1,¯ the measurement scheme proposed by
Lieu et al. (2015) (Equation (114)) can be expressed as
å= = D= D DP I k
N
t
139N
k
N
t
T
,LKD
1
,
2
2[ ]( ) ( ) ( )
where NT is the total number of photons received by both
detectors over the course of a measurement of duration
= DT N t. Note that a single detector, replacing the two
detectors and beamsplitter, would also have received NT
photons during such a measurement, so the statistics of the
Lieu et al. observable PN,LKD must be the same as those for NT,
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corresponding to photon counting with a single detector. The
statistics of the latter are well known to be affected by
bunching, as stated in Equation (13); thus the Lieu et al. claim
that the bunching noise can be avoided is contradicted not only
by the calculations presented in this paper, but also by the
extensive experimental and theoretical work on photon
bunching over the past six decades. A more rigorous discussion
is given in Appendix E, which provides a detailed quantum-
mechanical calculation that demonstrates that the samples
D DI kt,2 ( ) are indeed correlated, and that accounting for these
correlations in the sensitivity calculation leads again to the
standard photon bunching penalty, in agreement with the
calculations for both one and two detectors presented in
Sections 5–8.
I thank Jim Moran and John Kovac at Harvard for bringing
this interesting problem to my attention, and Richard Lieu,
Tom Kibble, and Lingze Duan for extensive discussions. This
paper is dedicated to the memory of my father, Jonas Stasys
Zmuidzinas, who ﬁrst introduced me to coherent-state
integrals.
APPENDIX A
GENERATING FUNCTION FOR A POISSON PROCESS
WITH A TIME-VARIABLE RATE
Here we evaluate the generating function introduced in
Equation (45),
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= = G G D Dy y y y t t t t... ... ... ... , A1i i i i i i i ik k k k1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( )
because the yi are independent. When one or more indices
repeat, we may use =y yim i (for m 1) to again obtain a
product of distinct factors. We are thus faced with the problem
of partitioning the set of indices i i... k1{ } into one or more
groups, where the indices belonging to a group have the
same value, and indices belonging to different groups have
distinct values. The number of partitions of k objects into p
groups is given by the Stirling number of the second kind,
S k p, ,( ) which are nonzero for p k (Blasiak et al. 2007). We
therefore write
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where the prime on the second sum indicates that the indices
take on only distinct values. We may make the replacement
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by considering permutations of the indices. Taking the average,
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Use of the following identity for the Stirling numbers
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allows us to evaluate the generating function,
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APPENDIX B
DETAILED EVALUATION OF SHOT NOISE
FLUCTUATIONS: SINGLE DETECTOR
The required average in Equation (69) may be performed by
considering the partitions of the indices (see also Picinbono
et al. 1970, Equation (2.16)):
d d
d
d d
d
d d d d
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We have neglected to subtract the correction terms such as
á ñ á ñá ñy y yi k l2 because, as in Section 4, they contain an extra
factor of Dti and therefore will vanish in the continuum limit.
The number of terms of each partition class, here labeled A, B,
C, and D, is 1, 6, 7, 1( ) and follows the sequence of Stirling
numbers S k4,( ) (Blasiak et al. 2007), as expected. Taking the
continuum limit and evaluating the Fourier integrals gives the
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following terms:
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Averaging over the stationary process dG t( ) now involves
evaluation of its third-order and fourth-order moments.
However, these higher-order moments are not fully speciﬁed
by the second moment, which is determined by the power
spectrum given in Equation (58), because dG t( ) is not
guaranteed to be Gaussian. Indeed, that dG t( ) is not
Gaussian is shown in Appendix F. Nonetheless, dG t( )
may often be approximately Gaussian, and we proceed with
this assumption recognizing that it may introduce small,
detailed differences with the full quantum calculation.
However, as could be anticipated, the term describing the
sensitivity degradation due to photon bunching (labeled C1b
below) involves only a second-order moment of dG t( ) and is
therefore secure.
For a Gaussian dG t ,( ) and omitting the DC terms, we ﬁnd
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noting that the A1 term gives three contributions,
A1a–A1c due to the Gaussian pairwise evaluation of the
fourth-order moment of dG, while the factors in terms C1–
C3 combine to give two contributions each, e.g., C1a
and C1b.
We now evaluate the second moment of the shot noise
intensity measure in the limit of a long measurement time,
nD T 1. The result is
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The terms proportional to T2 sum to give á ñP ;W T, 2 the remaining
terms proportional to T give the variance
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APPENDIX C
DETAILED EVALUATION OF SHOT NOISE
FLUCTUATIONS: MULTIPLE DETECTORS
Following the approach described in Appendix B, and
omitting the DC terms, we have:
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Inserting this result into Equation (92) and evaluating some
integrals, we ﬁnd
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The ﬂuctuations of the noise intensity of the difference current
are obtained by considering
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as can be seen by computing DP2 (Equation (88)) and
making use of the symmetry of the 50/50 beamsplitter.
The T2 terms are eliminated by subtracting the square of
the mean,
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The resulting sum is
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APPENDIX D
QUANTUM CALCULATION: EVALUATION OF
EIGHTH-ORDER MOMENTS
In this appendix, we evaluate eighth-order moments of the
photon operators that are needed for a quantum-mechanical
calculation of the sensitivity of a shot-noise measurement
scheme, as outlined in Section 7 and Equation (98). As
described in that section, there are nine operator permutations
that give nonvanishing contributions out of the 4! = 24
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possibilities. We will not evaluate all of these terms but instead
choose a few that are instructive, including the term that is
responsible for the sensitivity degradation due to photon
bunching.
We start with the 22 permutations, (12)(34), (13)(24), and
(14)(23):
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Performing the indicated averages and integrations gives
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Comparison with the semiclassical calculation detailed in
Appendix B shows that we have reproduced the terms A1a, B1,
B6, and C1a; these become proportional to T2 after the
integrations over time and are related to the mean value of PW T,
rather than its ﬂuctuations. Next, we evaluate
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Upon averaging and integrating,
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Comparison with the semiclassical calculation shows that we
have reproduced the terms A1c, B2, B5, and C2a; these
become proportional to T after the integrations over time and
are therefore related to the ﬂuctuations of P .W T, Similarly,
n n
d n n d n n
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G G⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎡⎣ ⎤⎦S S14 23
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corresponds to the semiclassical terms A1b, B3, B4, and C3a,
which again are ﬂuctuation terms since they are proportional
to T.
We now turn to the 41 terms: (1234), (1243), (1324), (1342),
(1423), (1432). The terms that we have derived so far using the
22 permutations reproduce the semiclassical results of Section 5
and represent BT1 noise, or terms that vanish if we choose a
noise ﬁlter nW ( ) that rejects the bunching noise component at
low frequency illustrated in Figure 3. The 41 permutations are
more interesting. We start with
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This represents a contribution to the shot noise ﬂuctuations
given by
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This term did not appear in the semiclassical analysis, and
presumably represents non-gaussianity of the photon arrival
rate ﬂuctuations which are expected in the quantum calculation
as shown in Appendix F but are neglected in Section 5.
However, for this term to be appreciable, the noise frequencies
n1 and n3 must be comparable to or smaller than the optical
bandwidth nD ; this term does not contribute if we choose a
cutoff for nW ( ) that is well above nD as shown in Figure 3.
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Next is the pairing
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This term contributes a shot noise ﬂuctuation given by
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Again, this term is small if we chose the high-pass ﬁlter cutoff
frequency well above the optical bandwidth nD . Note that there
is a contribution
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that reproduces the semiclassical term C7. We skip ahead and
look at
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Averaging and integrating,
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The product expands to eight terms. The ﬁrst term is
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and reproduces the semiclassical term responsible for Poisson
noise, D1. Another term is
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and reproduces the semiclassical term C1b in Appendix B.
For the case of multiple detectors, the photon operators are
decorated with a subscript to indicate the detector that they
correspond to. Thus, we are interested in
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Again there are eight terms. The ﬁrst term is
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d B
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and reproduces the semiclassical D1 term in Appendix C that is
responsible for Poisson noise. The interesting term is
ò
d d
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= - - + -G
d B B
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and reproduces the semiclassical term C1b in Appendix C.
APPENDIX E
CORRELATION OF THE LIEU ET AL. SAMPLES:
A QUANTUM CALCULATION
This appendix presents a quantum-mechanical calculation
that shows that the samples D DI kt,2 ( ) introduced in Equa-
tions (114), (115) and assumed by Lieu et al. (2015) to be
independent are in fact correlated; furthermore, these correla-
tions are shown to lead to the standard photon bunching
penalty. Let I ta ( ) be the output of detector a; here a = 1 or 2.
The corresponding quantum operator is
ò n n n n= ¢ ¢ p n n- - ¢I t d d b b e . E1a a a i t1 1 1 1 2 1 1( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )†
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We deﬁne the integral over the time interval D + Dk t k t, 1[ ( ) ]
as
ò=D D
+ D
I k dt I t . E2a t
k t
k t
a,
1
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
The Lieu et al. detection scheme involves summing the
squares of the differences = -D D DI k I k I ktd t t1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) of the
two time-averaged and sampled outputs of a beamsplitter-fed
detector pair (Figures 1 and 9):
å= = D
=
-
D⎡⎣ ⎤⎦S I k t P E3
k
N
t
d
N
0
1
2 2
,LKD( ) ( ) ( )
where PN,LKD is deﬁned in Equation (114). The mean value of a
single sample is given by
= - - +D⎡⎣ ⎤⎦I k G k G k G k G k , E4td 2 11 12 21 22( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where
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( )
we have made use of nD D t 1 in approximating the third
term. Note that the second term dominates in the short sample
time regime, GD t 1.¯ Here ò n nG = d Ba aa¯ ( ) is the photon
rate for detector a; the quantity nBab ( ) is introduced in
Section 3 through Equations (27), (36), and (37). Therefore,
» G + G D = GDD⎡⎣ ⎤⎦I k t t. E6td 2 1 2( )( ) ¯ ¯ ¯ ( )
This is exactly what we expect given the discussion in
Section 10: for smallDt, the value of DI ktd 2[ ( )] is unity if either
detector receives a photon, and zero otherwise, and the
probability of either receiving a photon is GDt.¯ Thus, we
conclude that mean value of the sum is
á ñ = GD = GS N t T E7¯ ¯ ( )
where = DT N t is the total time duration of the measurement.
To calculate the ﬂuctuations of the sum S, we ﬁrst deﬁne the
quantity
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We wish to evaluate the correlation
=D D D⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦C k I k I 0 . E8t td td2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
We may easily express DC kt ( ) in terms of F k :abcd ( )
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As usual, evaluation of F kabcd ( ) involves an eighth-order
moment of photon operators,
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Pairwise combination of the operators gives 4! = 24 terms. It is
not difﬁcult to show that the (12)(34) permutation gives
=F k G k G 0 , E10abcd ab cd12 34 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
and inserting this result into Equation (E9) gives
= - - +
=
D
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C k G G G G
I k
0 0 0 0
.
E11
t
t
d
12 34
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This term will therefore contribute á ñS 2 when calculating á ñS ,2
which will subtract out when we calculate the variance of S. As
in Appendix D, the (12)(34) permutation contributes to the
mean value rather than to the ﬂuctuations.
As before, the operator pairing corresponding to the (1432)
permutation is responsible for the Poisson and bunching noise:
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This expression leads to eight terms; among these is the term
that gives rise to the C1b contribution in the semiclassical and
quantum calculations in Appendices B and D:
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The n2 integral gives d -t t2 1( ) while the n4 integral gives
d -t t ;4 3( ) therefore
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Note that
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regardless of the choice of indices. Furthermore,
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where tGA ( ) is the Fourier transform of nGS ( ) and represents
the time autocorrelation function of the photon rate ﬂuctua-
tions. Note that tGA ( ) decays on a timescale t n~ D1 , and
that = GA 0 .2( ) ¯ Thus
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where the approximation holds because nD D t 1. The
(1432) pairing also contributes a term that corresponds to
Poisson noise, labeled D1 in the semiclassical calculation:
d d d d= D GF k t1
2
. E17abcd ab cd ac k
1432 ,D1
,0( ) ¯ ( )( )
Of the sixteen terms in Equation (E9), the only nonzero
contributions for the C1b piece of the (1432) permutation come
from F1111, F1122, F2211, and F2222, due to the d dab cd factor; and
all have the same sign. For the D1 piece, the additional dac
factor means that only F1111 and F2222 contribute. These two
pieces give a contribution to DC kt ( ) given by
d» GD + D DD + GC k t t A k t . E18t k1432 ,C1b D1 ,0 2( ) ¯ ( ) ( ) ( )( )
The second term in this expression shows that the quantities
DI ktd
2[ ( )] are indeed correlated, in contradiction to the
assumption of Lieu et al. (2015). The corresponding contribu-
tion to the variance of S (Equation (E3)) is
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where I made use of
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= DT N t, and nG = Dn¯ . Using Equation (E7), we ﬁnd
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This expression agrees with the other results presented in this
paper (Equation (136)) but contradicts the fundamental result
of Lieu et al. (2015) (Equation (135)).
APPENDIX F
EQUIVALENCE OF QUANTUM AND
SEMICLASSICAL APPROACHES
In this appendix, I use a straightforward extension of the
arguments developed by Sudarshan (1963) to show that the full
quantum-mechanical calculation of photon bunching is equiva-
lent to a semiclassical calculation that makes use of a
compound Poisson random process with a stochastically
varying count rate. The equivalence is shown by comparing
the generating functionals, deﬁned as
ò= -¥
+¥⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥G s dt s t I texp . F1[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )
The semiclassical and quantum-mechanical versions will be
denoted byG ssc [ ]( ) andG sqm [ ]( ) , respectively. These generating
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functions fully encode the statistics of the photocurrent I t( ); the
statistics must be the same if =G s G ssc qm[ ] [ ]( ) ( ) .
A Poisson process with a deterministic time-varying rate
G t( ) obeys Equation (A6):
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If we make the time interval small enough, we may
approximate
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If the intervals +t t,k k 1[ ] span the region over which s t( ) is
nonzero, we may write
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Making use of the independence of the subinterval counts y{ },
we have
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and by taking the continuum limit we ﬁnd
ò= G --¥
+¥
G s dt t eexp 1 . F5s t{ }( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )
If we now allow the rate G t( ) to be stochastic instead of
deterministic, we must also perform an average over G t( ). We
obtain a formal expression for the semiclassical generating
function by writing this average as a functional integral
ò
ò
= G G
´ G -
-¥
+¥
G s d t f t
dt t eexp 1 , F6s t
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{ }( )
[ ] [ ( )] [ ( )]
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where Gf t[ ( )] represents the probability density functional for
the rate process G t( ) (Ueda 1989) and Gd t[ ( )] is the functional
integration measure.
We now show that the quantum generating functional may
also be written in this manner and obtain an expression for the
resulting probability density Gf t[ ( )]. The quantum-mechanical
averages require traces over the thermal density matrix given
by Equation (3):
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where nsˆ ( ) is the Fourier transform of s t( ),
òn = pn-¥
+¥
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In the following discussion, we will ﬁnd it useful to switch
between operators labeled by a continuous frequency index and
a discrete approximation using
ò ån n n n n n- «¥ d d s b b S b b F9ij ij i j0 1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †
where
òn n= D n
n n+D
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1
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and similarly for bi
†, and therefore d=b b,i j ij[ ]† , while
n n n n= - D DS s F11ij i j i jˆ ( ) ( )
is a Hermitian matrix by virtue of *n n- =s sˆ ( ) ˆ ( ).
The coherent state representation is convenient for calculat-
ing G sqm [ ]( ) . The coherent states (Glauber 1963) are given by
åñ = ñz z bexp 0 F12i i i( )∣ ∣ ( )†
and satisfy the normalization
*åá ¢ñ = =z z z z eexp , F13i i i z z( )∣ ( )†
where z represents the column vector with components zi{ } and
z† is its Hermitian conjugate, a row vector with components
*zi{ }. The coherent states satisfy the overcompleteness relation
ò m= ñá-d z e z z1 F14z z( ) ∣ ∣ ( )†
where the integration measure is
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The thermal density matrix has a diagonal coherent-state
representation
òr m= ñá- - - -N d z e e z zdet F16z z z N z1 1( ) ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )† †
where N is a diagonal matrix of mode occupation numbers with
elements
d d= = -N n e
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Thermal averages may be computed using this representation,
òr m= á ñ- - - -A N d z e e z A zTr det .z z z N z1 1( )( ) ( ) ∣ ∣† †
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The operator we are interested in has the form
å= =⎛⎝⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟A S b b b Sbexp exp F18
ij
ij i j ( ) ( )† †
where we use the vector notation for the photon operators in
which b represents a column vector with elements bi{ } and b†
represents its Hermitian conjugate. Coherent-state matrix
elements may be evaluated using the normal ordering theorem
(Blasiak et al. 2007)
= -⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦b Sb b e bexp : exp 1 : F19S( ) ( )† †
which gives a compact result for the quantum-mechanical
generating functional,
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Here we have made use of the complex Gaussian integral
(Negele & Orland 1988)
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Equation (F20) resembles other results for thermal radiation,
e.g., those of Beenakker (1998).
Although Equation (F20) is a relatively simple expression for
the quantum-mechanical generating function, it is not easy to
compare this result to our semiclassical generating functional
given by Equation (F6). If we hold off the z-integration, we have
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In the continuum limit, the second term in the argument of the
exponential is
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Thus we obtain
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where
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We thus conclude that the quantum-mechanical generating
functional may be written in a form identical to that of a
compound Poisson process as expressed in Equation (F6),
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provided that the probability density functional for the
stochastic rate process is given by
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and where G t z( ∣ ) is given by Equation (F24). Note that while
nz ( ) has a Gaussian distribution with variance nn ( ), G t z( ∣ ) is a
quadratic form of nz ( ) and therefore is not strictly Gaussian.
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1 3 1 2 3 4
1 3 1 4 3 2
( )
[ ] ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
†
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Thus, the mean of the equivalent stochastic rate process is
ò
ò
ò
ò
m
m
n n n d n n
n n
G = G G G
= - - G
= ¢ - ¢
= = G
p n n
-
- ¢
t d t f t n t
N d z z N z t z
d d e n
d n
exp Tr ln exp
,
F28
i t
1 1
1
1
2 1
( ) ( )
( ) [ ( )] [ ( )∣ ] ( )
[ ] ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ¯
( )
†
( )
which is the expected result. Meanwhile, the second
moment is
ò
ò
ò
n n n n
n d n n n d n n
n d n n n d n n
n n n n
n n
n n
G G =
´ - -
+ - -
=
+
= G +
p n n p n n
p n n
pn
- -
- -
G -
⎤⎦
t t d d d d e e
n n
n n
d d n n
e n n
d S e .
F29
i t i t
i t t
i t t
1 2 1 2 3 4
2 2
1 1 2 3 3 4
1 1 4 3 3 2
1 3 1 3
2
1 3
2 2
1 2 1 3 4 2
1 3 1 2
1 2
[
]
[
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
¯ ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )( )
( )
These results coincide with Equations (57) and (58).
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